We derived model functions for the crater production size-frequency distribution and chronology of the asteroids 951 Gaspra, 243 Ida, 21 Lutetia and 4 Vesta, based on a lunar-like crater production function and a lunar-like chronology with a smooth exponential decay in impact rate for the first $ 1 Ga of Solar System history. For Gaspra, Ida and Lutetia we find surface ages roughly in agreement with published data. Using the same approach for Vesta leads to results with high correlation to Ar-Ar reset ages of HED meteorites, for which a strong dynamical and spectroscopic connection to Vesta has been found. In contrast to recently published young formation ages of the Rheasilvia and Veneneia basins of about 1 and 2 Ga, respectively, we find for Rheasilvia a formation age of 3.57 0.1 Ga and for the Veneneia formation a lower limit of 3.7 70.1 Ga. For comparison we also give surface model ages for a preliminary version of a chronology (pers. comm. D.P. O'Brien) based on the Late Heavy Bombardment theory. Error bars presented in our work stem only from statistical analysis of measured crater distributions and do not include the uncertainty of the used chronology model.
The asteroid Main Belt is most likely the chief source region of impacting projectiles in the inner Solar System (Neukum, 1984; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Neukum et al., 2001; Hiesinger et al., 2002; O'Brien and Greenberg, 2005; Strom et al., 2005; Ivanov, 2008; Massironi et al., 2009) . As asteroids are believed to be the remains of the main building blocks at least of the inner major planets (Weidenschilling, 1974 (Weidenschilling, , 1976 (Weidenschilling, , 1977 Spaute et al., 1991; Inaba et al., 2003; Guillot and Gautier, 2007; Raymond et al., 2009; Weidenschilling, 2011) and thus also of the Earth (Alexander et al., 2012) , it is of great interest for a number of planet and Solar System-related science topics to understand the diversity, nature and interaction of these bodies in a region, probably very similar to the very early Solar System. For this reason the first spacecraft dedicated to investigating an asteroid was christened "Dawn" . The Dawn mission will also investigate the only dwarf planet in the asteroid Main Belt, 1 Ceres (Russell et al., 2007; Russell and Raymond, 2011) . Previous spacecraft had only investigated asteroidal bodies much smaller than Vesta (Table 1) .
In this work we will review earlier work on asteroidal surface ages (Chapman et al., 1996a; Chapman et al., 1996b; Contents lists available at ScienceDirect 2012b) in order to compare the crater distributions and chronologies of small Main Belt asteroids such as 243 Ida, 951 Gaspra and 21 Lutetia with the much larger asteroid 4 Vesta. We will derive a chronology for each of these bodies and characterize the main features of their impact histories. Data on the smaller asteroids is predominantly presented in the supplementary online material of this paper.
Vesta is the chief source for basaltic HED (Howardite -EucriteDiogenite) meteorites (McCord et al., 1970; Binzel and Xu, 1993; Moskovitz et al., 2008 Moskovitz et al., , 2010 McSween et al., 2011) , although there is evidence for more sources of basaltic meteorites than just Vesta (Moskovitz et al., 2008; Roig et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2009) . While earlier investigations of the cratering age of asteroids could not be cross-checked with meteorites for several reasons, radiometric ages of HED meteorites (e.g. Bogard and Garrison, 2003; Bogard, 2011) could be used to validate cratering chronology models of Vesta and thus, will have immediate consequences for earlier cratering age determinations of asteroids. These results will also have profound implications for understanding the dynamics and collisional history of the early inner Solar System. In general HED meteorites provide ground truth data for calibration and validity checks on Dawn science data.
Methodology
In order to derive absolute surface ages for asteroidal bodies, we measure crater frequencies and fit a crater production function to our measurements. From the fitted production function we determine the frequency of craters above a standard diameter, 1 km. Knowing the frequency of craters Z1 km, we then use a chronology function to convert the measured crater frequency into a surface model age.
This technique is described in a number of papers (e.g. Neukum and Hiller, 1981; Neukum, 1984; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Michael and Neukum, 2010) . For the calculation of surface ages, we use the "craterstats" software . This software also allows for the determination of ages of partially resurfaced areas, for example by ejecta blanketing or seismic shaking.
Errors of Surface Model Ages: Errors given with model ages are derived from the size of the counting area and the number of craters used to fit the production function to the measured crater distribution. Due to the non-linear characteristics of the chronology functions for ages 43 Ga, errors show some asymmetric characteristic . Error bars for individual crater size bins in a crater plot represent the 1s standard deviation for the respective crater size bins (Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group et al., 1979) . Such error bars are based on the number of craters within the individual crater bins. Thus, a bin with only one or a few craters has large error bars, while a bin with many craters has small error bars. The quoted errors give no measure of the likelihood of the used chronology model, the systematic errors of which could be much larger. Despite this, the ages may be interpreted in a relative sense with a level of confidence reflected by the quoted errors.
Coordinate System: The maps presented use the 'Claudia' system, which is the same system used in all publications of the Dawn results to date . The Planetary Data System provides data at different systems that follows IAU coordinate system recommendations (Archinal et al., 2011) . The IAU longitudes are offset from the Claudia system by an addition of 1501.
Terminology: we use the term "lunar-like" to describe a chronology model which is scaled from the lunar model, but not to suggest that the Vesta chronology is the same as that of the Moon.
Crater counting
Crater counting is commonly performed on near spherical bodies such as the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Venus and the larger satellites of the giant planets in the outer Solar System. For this task we use the mapping software ArcGIS (ESRI) and the CraterTools plug-in (Kneissl et al., 2011) , which simplifies crater counting. CraterTools allows for measuring crater size-frequency distributions on planetary surfaces independently of image and data frame map projections. All crater counts are performed by experienced human crater counters and cross checked by at least one other experienced crater counter. However, there are a number of specific sources of error, which are difficult to quantify such as the effect of solar illumination angles, photometric characteristics of images, and other similar factors. In addition, there is some variability in the identification of craters by different individuals. Each measurement is complemented with crater maps in the supplementary online material (SOM) chapter 1 (Ida, Gaspra and Lutetia; also measurement description) and chapter 2 (Vesta). We present our crater statistics following Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group et al. (1979) , although we use a higher resolution pseudo-log binning with 18 intervals per decade (Neukum, 1984) .
Due to the irregular shape of asteroids, data projection on a sphere introduces a source of error in spatial measurements. Therefore, we corrected our measurements gathered from projected imaging data according to a digital elevation model as described by Kneissl et al. (2014) .
With increasing body size more ejecta are expected to be retained on the target body. On large asteroids (∅4 $ 100 km) with low to moderate porosity the surface gravity is sufficient to form well identifiable impact ejecta blankets (Housen and Holsapple, 2011 , Table 1 List of asteroid fly-bys by spacecraft other than Dawn. Phobos is known as a satellite of Mars but shares many similarities with primitive asteroids (e.g. Jones et al., 1990 N. Schmedemann et al. / Planetary and Space Science 103 (2014) 104-130 2012). For example, asteroids such as Vesta and even Lutetia are affected by resurfacing processes such as wide spread ejecta blanketing (Cintala et al., 1978) and also landslides occurring due to high relief accompanied by low surface gravity Otto et al., 2013) . To measure crater size-frequency distributions undisturbed by effects of an inhomogeneous geologic evolution, we mapped the counting areas inside identifiable geologic units as it is recommended by several publications (e.g. Baldwin, 1964; Neukum, 1984; Wilhelms et al., 1987; Michael and Neukum, 2010) . The effect of seismic shaking with variable surface gravity was investigated by Richardson (2013) . It appears that a lower surface gravity leads to a broader spatial distribution of resurfacing effects following an impact. On large counting areas we therefore expect disturbed crater distributions due to multiple resurfacing events. Crater distributions on young ejecta blankets may be relatively undisturbed, because little time has passed in which other impacts could have caused resurfacing. On small asteroids such as Gaspra, the lower surface gravity and low escape velocity results in less ejecta blanketing, and no secondary craters can be formed (Cintala et al., 1978; Housen and Holsapple, 2011; Bierhaus et al., 2012) . In the extreme case of (25,143) Itokawa, there are almost no ejecta retained on its topographic highs, which show a barren rocky surface. Instead the fine grained material moved into the topographic lows (Mahaney et al., 2009) .
Crater distributions affected by resurfacing events show a deficiency of small craters. That is because small craters are more easily degraded than larger ones. If a measured crater distribution shows obvious signs of such a resurfacing influence, only that part which appears yet to be intact is compared to the production function. Work on the effects of resurfacing has been done for example by Neukum and Hiller (1981) , Hiesinger et al. (2002) , Werner (2005) , Hartmann and Werner (2010) , Michael and Neukum (2010) and Fassett et al. (2012) . It is possible to derive ages of resurfacing events: in the cumulative representation the craters larger than the fit range have to be discarded, which is done by the so-called "resurfacing correction" .
Very old surfaces show crater frequencies so high that, on average, the formation of a new crater results in the obliteration of another crater of a similar size. Such a crater distribution has a shallower slope than the production crater distribution and described as being in equilibrium (Neukum and Dietzel, 1971; Neukum, 1984) or saturation (e.g. Hartmann, 1984; Richardson, 2009) for small craters (o $ 10 km). Larger craters usually follow a shallower production distribution, which does not change its shape even if the surface becomes saturated. That case is described with the term quasi-equilibrium (e.g. Neukum and Dietzel, 1971; Chapman et al., 1986) . In both cases a surface age derived from such a crater distribution is always a minimum estimation of the true surface age. On a body with surface gravity lower than the Moon, more ejecta are lost to space and therefore less crater obliteration is expected. Thus, saturation may occur at a higher crater density.
Spatial randomness analysis
The bombardment of Vesta and other asteroids is expected to produce a spatially random crater distribution. If an area shows a clustered crater population, it either contains secondary craters or is not a homogeneous geologic unit. In both cases, any derived surface ages would likely be flawed. Requirements on defining a counting area are given in e.g. Neukum et al. (1975) , Neukum and Hiller (1981) , Neukum (1984) , Wilhelms et al. (1987) and Michael and Neukum (2010) . In order to identify clustering of craters, we perform randomness analysis on our measurements. This analysis of the spatial distribution of craters is a test in order to determine whether the measured spatial crater distribution is consistent with being accumulated on a homogeneous geological unit. We used 300 Monte Carlo iterations using the same area geometry as was used for the crater counting to find the degree of ordering or clustering of the measured craters relative to random distributions .
Derivation of the crater production functions of asteroids
The crater production function of asteroidal bodies and especially the body size-frequency distribution of asteroids has been discussed in many publications (e.g. Neukum et al., 1975; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Chapman et al., 1996a; Chapman et al., 1996b; Ivanov, 2001; Ivanov et al., 2001; Neukum et al., 2001; Werner et al., 2002; Bottke et al., 2005a; O'Brien and Greenberg, 2005; Strom et al., 2005; Tedesco et al., 2005; de Elía and Brunini, 2007; Ivanov, 2008; Gladman et al., 2009; Marchi et al., 2009; Head et al., 2010; Schmedemann et al., 2012) . This matter is heavily debated for a number of reasons. Although asteroids are much more accessible to observations than any other source of potential projectiles such as Kuiper Belt Objects or comets and yet the asteroidal body distribution in the Main Belt is incompletely observed below about 5 km body diameter. De-biased censuses reach down to $ 1 km but incorporate a model assumption of the bias. Furthermore, there seems to be a discrepancy between the modeled body distribution and the observed crater distribution at small diameters (∅o5 km). Models (Dohnanyi, 1971; Bottke et al., 2005a; Gladman et al., 2009 ) predict a shallower distribution than is observed on planetary surfaces. On larger bodies such as the Moon or Mars, secondary cratering has been suggested as being responsible for the observed steep distributions (e.g. Shoemaker, 1965) . However, because of the low surface gravity, this explanation is not applicable to small asteroids such as Gaspra. Thus, it was concluded that the primary impactor population has a steep slope on the order of À 3.5 cumulative (Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Chapman et al., 1996b) . However, it has been suggested that Gaspra's steep crater distribution may be the result of a short intense bombardment by Babtistina family fragments (Bottke et al., 2007) . Other asteroids, such as Ida (Chapman et al., 1996a) and Lutetia (Marchi et al., 2012b ) also show similar steep crater size distributions (see also SOM Section 1), implying a similar bombardment by other asteroid collision families and, probably, a generally steep small crater size-frequency distribution.
Framework for our lunar-like production function for asteroids: There is a dispute on whether the steep small crater distribution on various bodies is a result of secondary cratering (e.g. McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006) . Ivanov (2006) reported that secondary craters do not contribute significantly to the small crater population on the lunar surface. The same is suggested by Richardson (2009) . Thus, the steep lunar crater distribution is predominantly caused by primary projectiles of near-Earth objects (NEO; mainly escaped Main Belt asteroids). A similar conclusion with respect to the secondary crater contribution on Mars was reported by Werner et al. (2009) and Neukum et al. (2010) . Furthermore, Werner et al. (2002) find a high correlation between the lunar crater size-frequency distribution and the NEO body size-frequency distribution. This finding is confirmed by Ivanov et al. (2002) with further conclusions:
i) The surfaces of all terrestrial planets were bombarded by a NEO-like collisionally evolved projectile population, whose projectile size-frequency distribution is also similar to the body size-frequency distribution in the asteroid Main Belt. As detailed later in this section NEOs derive predominantly from the Main Belt from which they escaped by action of radiation and gravimetric forces. Their lifetime on planet crossing orbits is relatively short. Thus, it may be assumed that the size distribution does not change very much in NEO due to mutual collisions and is mostly governed by the initial asteroid size distribution inside the Main Belt and the size dependent radiation forces. Gravimetric forces are independent of body sizes. ii) Cometary impacts are relatively insignificant (o $ 10% of all impacts) on terrestrial bodies. iii) Due to the common main-impactor source, the wellinvestigated lunar cratering record can be scaled to other bodies, where the same crater distribution is observed. This is described by Ivanov (2001) . iv) The projectile size-frequency distribution has been stable since $ 4 Ga for projectiles forming lunar craters o300 km (projectile size: $ 27 km; Werner et al., 2002) .
Although these points are not universally accepted in the literature, we use them for our theoretical approach. As mentioned, Neukum and Ivanov (1994) , Chapman et al. (1996a) and Chapman et al.(1996b) conclude that the small crater size-frequency distribution on Gaspra and Ida has a lunar-like slope, which is steeper than modeled body size-frequency distributions of projectiles in the asteroid Main Belt (Dohnanyi, 1971; Bottke et al., 2005a; Gladman et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, for the crater distribution on Lutetia, we also find a good agreement with a lunar-like crater production function for slightly larger craters than observed on Gaspra and Ida with a wavy characteristic (SOM Section 1).
The discrepancy between modeled projectile distribution and observed crater distributions may be resolved by consideration of the altered projectile dynamics due to the Yarkovsky and YORP effects (e. g. Farinella et al., 1998; Chesley et al., 2003; O'Brien and Greenberg, 2005; Bottke et al., 2006; Lowry et al., 2007) . The Yarkovsky effect is probably more relevant and causes a shift of the semi-major axis of a body due to the vector difference between absorbed and re-emitted radiation. The magnitude of the effect depends on several factors such as speed and direction of rotation and tilt of the rotation axis (all three governed by YORP effect) and thermal surface properties. The most important factor, however, is the mass and thus, the size of the body. Small bodies are much more affected than large bodies due to the smaller volume-to-surface ratio. O'Brien and Greenberg (2005) presents a diagram of the removal efficiency of bodies from the Main Belt with respect to body sizes due to the action of resonances and the Yarkovsky effect. The complexity of the influence of the Yarkovsky and YORP effects on the small asteroid size distribution is described by Morbidelli and Vokrouhlický (2003) and Bottke et al. (2006) . Based on those publications a qualitative model for a lunarlike small crater distribution on Main Belt asteroids could be envisioned.
Mean motion resonances are a sink for all bodies in the Main Belt, because they depend on gravitational influences only. The higher removal efficiency of smaller bodies together with the inferred stability of the observed crater size-frequency distribution in the inner Solar System ) requires a specific refresh rate of small bodies by fragmentation of larger bodies. Many of these fragments move from their orbit of liberation to any one resonance inside the Main Belt more or less in a random walk fashion due to subsequent collisions and the Yarkovsky and YORP effects. Inside the stronger resonances, the bodies become dynamically excited in a way that they are quickly thrown onto planet crossing trajectories (e.g. Ivanov, 2001; O'Brien and Greenberg, 2005) . Thus, we see a transient population of small bodies in the asteroid Main Belt. Since these bodies are continuously replenished and because they continuously change their orbital characteristics due to subsequent collisions, the Yarkovsky and YORP effects, as well as weak secular resonances, these bodies will eventually cross the orbits of other asteroids as well before they enter a mean motion resonance and become planet crossing asteroids. Assuming that, over timescales of several tens of millions of years, the small projectiles are roughly equally distributed in the Main Belt outside the resonance zones, we expect that a constant portion of small projectiles end up either inside a resonance or collide with another asteroid. The flux of projectiles into resonance zones and onto the surfaces of other asteroids would be proportional to the absolute number of bodies in the Main Belt as proposed by Neukum (1984) . This implies a similar time dependence in projectile fluxes on the inner Solar System bodies and the Main Belt asteroids but at absolute higher rates inside the Main Belt. Since cratering is a cumulative process, the observed small crater size-frequency distribution has to be steeper than the observed transient population of small projectiles. Thus, the Yarkovsky effect could explain why both the flatter modeled body size-frequency distribution with immediately cleaned out small particles and the steeper observed crater size frequency distribution may not necessarily be in disagreement. This model also explains why the small primary crater distributions on the Moon and asteroids such as Gaspra are so similar to each other. However, this is a preliminary Gedanken experiment, which has to be improved and tested by modeling work and more observations. The interaction of subsequent collisions, radiation forces and mean motion resonances is extremely complex. Thus, no consensus on its influence on the NEO size frequency distribution has yet been reached in the literature.
For larger projectiles (∅4 $ 5 km), we have a nearly complete observation of the asteroid Main Belt. Thus, we are able to filter out objects on crossing orbits with a target asteroid and derive a projectile size-frequency distribution by statistical analysis of orbital elements of observed bodies. de Elía and Brunini (2007) report in their Table 3 that an object of the inner Main Belt ( $2 AU-2.5 AU), of which Vesta is a member, is impacted by a 93%/7% ratio from inside/outside the 5:2 resonance gap ( $2.823 AU). This is important, because the amplitude of the wave in the asteroid body size-frequency distribution becomes shallower going from the inner Main Belt outwards (e.g. Tedesco et al., 2005; de Elía and Brunini, 2007) . Thus, an impactor population derived from inside the 5:2 resonance (a o2.823 AU) has a different shape than the average Main Belt (Fig. 1) .
de Elía and Brunini (2007) further report that $94% of the asteroidal NEOs come from inside the 5:2 resonance. A similar result is also reported by Bottke et al. (2002) . Thus, the projectile population hitting the Moon (NEOs) and Vesta (inner Main Belt asteroid) is nearly identical (Fig. 1) . The above mentioned circumstances justify our decision to scale the lunar crater production function to vestan impact conditions, instead of scaling the average Main Belt size-frequency distribution to vestan crater sizes as has been done by Marchi et al. (2012c) .
Our attempt to scale the lunar production function to vestan impact conditions has the advantage of being independent of models of unobserved populations of small projectiles. The lunar cratering record provides valid crater diameters at least down to about 200 m (van der Bogert et al., 2010) , which corresponds to projectile diameters of a few tens of meters, which is far better than any direct observation of Main Belt asteroids will achieve within the near future. For the lunar case the widely used production function is defined for the diameter range of 10 m-300 km (Neukum, 1984) .
The framework we use is possibly not in agreement with the E-belt model . If the E-belt model is correct and the vast majority of the NEOs come from inside the v 6 resonance, we would expect larger amplitude in the wave in the R-plot of crater size-frequency distribution on the terrestrial planets than what is actually observed for the past $ 4 Ga (based on Fig.1 , De Elía and Brunini (2007) and Tedesco et al. (2005) ).
There is also an ongoing discussion of whether or not and when the lunar projectile distribution changed its shape. Several papers (e.g. Strom, 1977; Strom et al., 2005; Malhotra and Strom, 2011) discuss two different impactor populations on the terrestrial planets. This view is questioned by other authors (e.g. Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Ćuk et al., 2010) for different reasons. Neukum and Ivanov (1994) suspect the source of the change between the pre-and post-Imbrian crater size-frequency distribution in resurfacing effects such as ejecta blanketing. Ćuk et al. (2010) questions the related dynamics of putative lunar cataclysm projectiles. There is also some divergence in the timing of the postulated population change (e.g. Head et al., 2010; Fassett et al., 2012; Marchi et al., 2012a) . Thus, so far it is uncertain whether a change of the lunar projectile distribution occurred and how exactly it is characterized. For this work we assume a constant projectile size-frequency distribution over the last 4 Ga as outlined above.
Scaling of the lunar crater production function to asteroids
In this work we use the corrected scaling laws by Ivanov (2001) . We elected to use this kind of scaling because the related parameters can either be measured on the planetary surfaces or roughly estimated from well-known parameters such as the surface gravity. Another choice could have been the π-group scaling (Housen and Holsapple, 2011) . In that case, important coefficients for strength and cohesion are only known for analog materials. Eq.
(1) gives the corrected version of the Ivanov (2001) Ivanov and Hartmann (2007) and by Ivanov (2008) as his Eq. 8) Table 2 summarizes the used scaling parameters. In Fig. 2 , we show the distribution of impact probabilities versus impact velocities for the asteroids Vesta, Lutetia, Ida and Gaspra. For the orbital elements of the target bodies we use proper elements of the AstDys catalog as of July 21 2012 (http://hamilton.dm. unipi.it/astdys/index.php?pc=5). Orbital elements of the crossing field bodies are taken from the JPL Solar System Dynamics database as of July 21 2012 (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/ sbdb_query.cgi). For this analysis, we used a diameter cut-off at 5 km body size. Above this diameter, we expect a nearly complete observation of bodies in the Main Belt between 2.1 and 4.1 AU. We estimated the body diameters by converting absolute magnitude and albedo values into absolute body diameters (Tedesco et al., 1992) . For this purpose we derived a floating average of known albedo values with a box size of 0.5 AU. For all bodies with unknown albedo we used the calculated floating average for that particular region of the Main Belt in order to derive asteroid diameters. The impact probabilities of the four mentioned asteroids are used for the derivation of their chronologies (next section). Here we use the average impact velocities to scale the lunar crater production function to the impact conditions at the four mentioned target asteroids. The impact probability-impact velocity plot shows distinct shoulders of higher impact probability between 6 and 8 km/s for Vesta and Ida (Ida: 6-7 km/s). If the responsible bodies are plotted with inclination vs. semi-major axis, we see basically three outstanding clusters for Vesta and two for Ida. The clustering in the regions of the Eunomia and Hansa family suggest that some family members could indeed be responsible for higher impact probabilities in the impact velocity range of 6-8 km/s. The third cluster is in the area of the Theobalda family. This family is not as densely populated as the Eunomia family, but many of the Vesta and Ida crossing bodies are located in this region. An actual connection to the Theobalda family is therefore questionable. Solving this matter is beyond the scope of this work. For now we conclude that the observed shoulders in the probability-velocity plot can be linked to certain body populations in the Main Belt. If in such populations a break up event occurs, it might increase the rate of bombardment at the target asteroid and might also have an influence on the impactor-size spectrum for a certain amount of time. The production and chronology functions we derive here are averaged over time. The actual function shapes and values for a specific point in time may diverge from this average. Group et al., 1979) of Main Belt asteroid populations and the scaled projectile size frequency distribution of lunar impactors forming craters o 300 km. All shown distributions are normalized along the frequency axis at a 5 km diameter with an arbitrary frequency of occurrence. Asteroids inside the 5:2 resonance gap (2-2.823 AU) are indicated by triangles. They are highly consistent with the shape of the lunar projectile distribution between 5 and 27 km projectile size. The lunar projectile distribution is given as a dashed line. The lunar projectile sizes were scaled from the lunar crater distribution (Neukum and Ivanov, 1994) following Ivanov (2001) . We used a projectile density of 2.5 g/cm³ (Table 2) , a lunar regolith density of 1.8 g/cm³ (Table 2 ) and an impact velocity of 18 km/s (Table 2) . We plot only projectile sizes o 27 km, because this corresponds to the upper boundary of validity of the lunar production function as defined by Neukum (1984) . The distribution of Vesta crossing asteroids (panel A, crosses) is also highly consistent with the size distribution of Main Belt asteroids inside the 5:2 resonance. The average Main Belt (diamonds) has a flatter characteristic around the minimum at $ 20 km diameter, which is in better agreement with the Ida (panel B) impacting population. The largest craters on Ida were formed by projectiles much smaller than $ 10 km diameter. Thus, the difference in the projectile distributions cannot be observed in the cratering record of Ida. The size of the Rheasilvia projectile is estimated from scaling laws by Ivanov (2001) . (Data source for orbital elements, albedo and absolute magnitude: JPL Solar System Dynamics web page (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb_query.cgi)) Eq. (2) defines the polynomial of 11th degree for crater production functions (Neukum, 1984; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Neukum et al., 2001) . In this equation, N cum is the cumulative crater frequency for craters equal or larger than the crater diameter D and a x are the coefficients of the individual terms.
log N cum ¼ a 0 þ a 1 log ðDÞþa 2 ðlog ðDÞÞ 2 þ … þ a 11 ðlog ðDÞÞ 11 ð2Þ Table 3 provides the respective values for the used coefficients for the Moon, which crater production function has been used as reference, for Vesta (rev3þ4), Lutetia, Ida and Gaspra. Here we give two revisions for crater production functions of Vesta which are quite similar in shape. However, the respective chronologies for these cases differ slightly from each other, and for data integrity we present crater production functions and chronologies of both revisions here. Vesta rev3 has been derived from pre-and early-Dawn data and has been used in several publications already. Rev4 on the other hand, incorporates the most recent results of the Dawn mission and a revised bulk density of the lunar regolith (Vasavada et al., 2012) . Fig. 3 visualizes the derived crater production functions of the asteroids and the lunar reference function. Table 2 Scaling parameters for conversion of the lunar crater production function to asteroids. Projectile densities were estimated from a mixture of S-and C-type asteroids (Britt et al., 2002) . Simple-to-complex and strength-to-gravity diameters are estimated by a 1/g approach (Pike, 1980) , where the lunar values (Ivanov, 2001 ) are taken as reference. Except for the moon, impact velocities are derived following the approach by Bottke et al. (1994) . For the lunar regolith we assumed a bulk density of 2.5 g/cm³ for scaling the production functions of Ida, Gaspra, Lutetia and Vesta rev3. For the more sophisticated Vesta rev4 we took 1.8 g/cm³ for lunar regolith as given by (Vasavada et al., 2012 Pätzold et al., 2011) 4.09 (est. after Bottke et al., 1994) 0.01 Pätzold et al. (2011 ) Ida 2.6 Belton et al. (1996 2.5 3471 (est. from Thomas et al., 1996) 69 (est. from Thomas et al., 1996) 3.32 (est. after Bottke et al., 1994) 0.007 Thomas et al. (1996) Gaspra 2.7 Britt et al. (2002) 2.5 4860 (est. from Thomas et al., 1994) 97 (est. from Thomas et al., 1994) 4.69 (est. after Bottke et al., 1994) 0.005 Thomas et al. (1994) Fig.2. Impact probability-Velocity distributions: Panel A: Impact probability-velocity diagram: Following Bottke et al. (1994) , this diagram plots impact probabilities with respect to impact velocities of the four discussed asteroids. The impact probability-velocity distribution for Vesta and Ida show a pronounced shoulder between 6 and 8 km/s impact velocity. Panel B: Inclination-semi-major axis plot of asteroids, crossing Vesta at 6-8 km/s. The cluster at 2.6 AU and 151 inclination is likely belonging to the Eunomia family, the cluster above the Eunomia family is probably connected to the Hansa family and the cluster at 3.15 AU and 161 inclination could be related to the Theobalda family. Panel C: Inclination-semi-major axis plot for asteroids crossing the orbit of Ida at 6-7 km/s. Many fewer objects are connected to the Eunomia family region compared to the case of Vesta but impactors in the area of the Theobalda family seem to be more frequent. This cluster also seems to be separated into a higher and lower inclination part.
Discussion of alternative proposed chronology model
In the previous sections we stated our reasoning for believing that the Moon and Asteroids are cratered by impactor populations with similar size-frequency distributions. In our model we also expect the impact rate on the terrestrial planets and the Main Belt asteroids to be characterized by a similar time-dependent evolution Ivanov et al., 2002) . Imaging data of freshly formed craters has allowed for direct measurement of the present day impact flux on Mars, revealing a high degree of correspondence between the lunar and the scaled lunar-like Martian production function and chronology (Malin et al., 2006; Kreslavsky, 2007; Daubar et al., 2013) . This result further supports the idea of a common projectile population at least for the Moon and Mars and demonstrated the consistency of current impact rates derived from statistical analysis of asteroid orbits. Morbidelli et al. (2012) report a good agreement with the lunar chronology by Neukum and Ivanov (1994) over the last 4.1 Ga, based on the Nice model (e.g. Gomes et al., 2005; Morbidelli et al., 2005; Tsiganis et al., 2005) and the E-Belt model . The Nice model is a numerical computer simulation in which, due to a resonance crossing between Jupiter and Saturn, the small body populations in the Solar System are destabilized and dynamically excited. Furthermore, in some flavors of the Nice model, Uranus and Neptune switch their order. In general, the outer planet orbits change from a more compact configuration to the currently observed one. The shape of a Nice-and E-Belt model based chronology function of a target body should be different depending on whether the target object is inside (a target oa source ; terrestrial planets) or outside (a target 4a source ; Main Belt asteroids) the semi-major axis range of the E-Belt. The Hungaria asteroid family is suggested to be the remains of an initial much heavier E-Belt (up to 0.8 times the current Main Belt) located between $1.7 and 2.1 AU. According to the E-Belt model ) the E-Belt would contribute 10 times more asteroids to the inner planet region than the entire remaining asteroid Main Belt outside the v 6 resonance although the initial mass of the E-Belt is at most 80% that of the current entire Main Belt. Thus, the E-Belt would be the prime source for NEOs during the proposed late heavy bombardment time period.
In the work of Morbidelli et al. (2012) the onset of the so-called late heavy bombardment (LHB) was shifted backwards in time by 200 Ma compared to the original idea of a terminal lunar cataclysm around 3.9 Ga ago (Tera et al., 1974) . Also the duration of the LHB period changed from a few tens of millions of years to roughly 400 Ma years for the end of the conventional LHB at around 3.7 to 3.8 Ga . The same work suggests that the LHB was even more extended by stating that probably one E-Belt projectile could have hit the Moon as late as 1.5-3.2 Ga ago. This suggestion is supported by crater measurements by Kirchoff et al. (2013) and a reevaluation of lunar chronology data (Le Feuvre and Wieczorek, 2011) but is in disagreement with Chapman et al. (2007) , who argue for a cessation in lunar impact rates within $ 0.05-0.1 Ga declining from high rates at 3.9 Ga. Furthermore, in the Nice model the projectile characteristic changed from roughly equal contributions by asteroids and short period comets with a slight time delay in the impact spike for the asteroids to a heavy preponderance of asteroids, predominantly E-Belt asteroids .
Although the lunar cataclysm in the shape of the Nice model has been quite popular in recent years, the basic idea of a lunar cataclysm has been heavily debated (e.g. Baldwin, 1974; Hartmann, 1975 Hartmann, , 2003 Neukum, 1984; Haskin et al., 1998; Baldwin, 2006; Nimmo and Korycansky, 2012; Fernandes et al., 2013) since it was proposed by Tera et al. (1974) . The alternative for the lunar cataclysm model is some kind of a smooth decay in impact rate as it was suggested for the Moon and other inner Solar System bodies (e.g. Wetherill, 1975; Neukum, 1984; Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Le Feuvre and Wieczorek, 2011) . Interestingly since the paper by Morbidelli et al. (2012) there is a convergence at least for the Moon between the two camps (pro/contra lunar cataclysm), which agree on the lunar chronology over the last 4.1 Ga. O'Brien et al. (under review) presents a cratering chronology for Vesta based upon the latest developments in the Nice model. Due to Vesta's peculiar dynamical situation inside the Main Belt O'Brien's chronology model differs significantly from typical LHB chronology models of the inner Solar System bodies. O'Brien's chronology for Vesta agrees with ours from the present back to $ 3 Ga. At earlier times both chronologies diverge significantly in a way that the lunar-like chronology for Vesta turns over into an exponential part, which describes the smooth decay in impact rates for the time period of the declining heavy bombardment. The Nice model derived chronology for Vesta by O'Brien et al. shows only a minor increase in impact rates at 4.1 Ga and a very steep increase close to 4.5 Ga. In the linear part, for ages o $ 3 Ga, this characteristics leads to similar results between both chronologies and nearly the same N(1) value (i.e. crater frequency at 1 km crater diameter). The Nice model chronology produces increasingly older ages at the same crater frequency where the lunar-like chronology steepens up in the exponential part for surface ages 4 $ 3 Ga. One fundamental assumption in the Nice model based chronology for Vesta by O'Brien et al. is that the surface of Vesta shows a complete cratering record above 200 km crater size since 4.56 Ga. In other words, the crater frequency at 200 km crater size (N200) is set to 4.56 Ga. At least for one $ 180 km crater Table 3 Coefficients of asteroid production functions: The "Vesta rev3" coefficients were derived from impact scaling parameters prior to the DAWN mission. The "Vesta rev4" coefficients are an update by utilizing impact scaling parameters based on results of the DAWN mission and an updated bulk density of the lunar regolith.
Moon Neukum (1984) Vesta rev3 (301N/2501E; Fig.11 ) there is morphologic evidence, that it suffered severe degradation at its northern rim presumably due to the tectonic response caused by the formation of large basins. Several other basins may not have been recognized yet because their morphology is heavily muted. For instance, the average height in the heavily cratered terrain ( $ 101-401N/ $ 30-1501E) is so low that the crater floors of even small craters (∅ $ 20 km) reach $20 km below the reference ellipsoid. The assumption for the Nice model based chronology implies that Vesta has the oldest surface in the Solar System, as far as has been investigated. It would be even older than the densely cratered surface of Iapetus, whose surface age is estimated to be $ 4.4 Ga (Castillo-Rogez et al., 2007) . The cumulative crater frequency at Iapetus (Zahnle et al., 2003; Neukum et al., 2006) for 4 Ga of model age can roughly be estimated at least 2 orders of magnitude less than the crater frequency at Vesta (current cratering rate at the Moon $ 24 times less than at Vesta; see Table 4 and Fig. 3) . Therefore, it appears somewhat unlikely that all basins ever formed on Vesta are still detectable today. For comparison, in the lunar-like chronology the N(100) value (frequency of craters Z100 km diameter) for the total surface area of Vesta gives a surface model age between 3.9 and 4 Ga (SOM, Section 3). Since the lunar chronology is still debated for ages 4 $ 4.1 Ga and radioisotopic Ar 39 -Ar 40 ages of Vesta derived brecciated HED meteorites lack ages 4 $ 4.1 Ga (Bogard, 2011) we make no assumptions about the vestan chronology for ages 44.1 Ga, because it appears not to be accessible to crater measurements in the frame of lunar derived functions. Although the chronology by O'Brien et al. has been developed for the case of Vesta from the most recent dynamical models, we question the approach for the mentioned reasons. However, this is the only alternative chronology for Vesta available in order to estimate crater retention ages. Thus, we use it (hereafter "O'Brien's chronology") to compare its predictions with our lunar-like approach.
Lunar-like chronology of asteroids
Based on assumptions we made in the previous sections Eq. (3) defines the lunar-like chronology function following Neukum (1984) , Neukum and Ivanov (1994) , Neukum et al. (2001) and Marchi et al. (2009) . In this equation N cum is the cumulative crater frequency for craters Z 1 km, k 1-3 are the used coefficients and t is the surface age in Ga.
k 3 resembles the linear term in Eq. (3), which is equivalent to the current rate of collisions. Using Eq. (4), we can calculate the number of collisions per Ga per km² from the observed orbital parameters of the target body and crossing Main Belt asteroids. P i is the intrinsic collision probability (Bottke et al., 1994) , r t and r p are the radii of the target body and the projectile respectively. Since the average projectile size is much smaller than the target body, we assume (r t þr p )²E r t and cancels out the r t ² term. N is the number of available projectiles.
as given by O'Brien and Greenberg (2005) . Eq. (3) calculates the cumulative number of craters Z 1 km. Therefore in Eq. (4), "N" would be the number of projectiles forming craters Z1 km. Projectiles forming 1 km craters are only $ 65 m in diameter. Thus, the number of the projectiles cannot be determined from observations of the asteroid Main Belt alone, because the observational completeness is at about 5 km body size, although de-biased censuses reach $ 1 km. We use the number of Main Belt asteroids Z 10 km and infer from the scaling laws the expected crater diameter at the surfaces of the target asteroids. For example on Vesta, a 10 km projectile is expected to form a 63 km crater. From the crater production function we calculate the ratio of the formation rate of craters Z1 km to that of craters Z 63 km and multiply this ratio with the number of projectiles Z 10 km.
For N we find 9404 objects in the JPL SSD catalog between 1.8 and 4.1 AU with diameters Z 10 km. The Vesta crater production function gives a ratio of 9262. Thus, we find N ¼ 9404 Â 9262 ¼87.1 Â 10 6 .
The k 2 value is the decay constant of the exponential decay. k 1 weights the exponential term and is scaled to the lunar value with the ratio of k 3-asteroid /k 3-lunar .
In Table 4 we give the respective values of the derived coefficients of the asteroid chronology functions. The lunar coefficients are also given as reference. . Lunar and asteroidal crater production functions: All production functions are normalized in cumulative crater frequency at 100 m crater diameter and therefore do not represent the same model ages. The lunar production function is the steepest, due to the comparatively high surface gravity and high impact velocities. The two Vesta curves are very similar but diverge around 10 km and at very large diameters (200-500 km). The differences around 10 km are due to the change of the lunar bulk density from 2.5 g/cm³ in rev3 to 1.8 g/cm³ in rev4. Differences for the largest craters are likely due to an instability of the polynomial function in that range and an optimization of the curve fitting at small diameters. Thus, fits to measured crater frequencies at diameters 4100 km should be evaluated with caution. The Vesta production functions are transitional between the Moon and smaller asteroids because of the intermediate mass of Vesta. Although Gaspra is the smallest body between the small asteroids its production function is slightly steeper than the curves of Lutetia or Ida below 100 km diameter. This could be caused by the higher average impact velocity (4.69 km/s) compared to Lutetia (4.09 km/s) or Ida (3.32 km/s). The curves of the small asteroids are calculated beyond the body size (dotted lines) for better comparison as well as for scaling of the asteroidal chronologies. In reality, craters larger than the body diameter will result in catastrophic disruption of the target body. Fig. 4 shows a semi-log plot of the expected cumulative crater frequencies of craters Z 1 km with respect to the surface age of the asteroids and the Moon.
Results: crater retention ages for key areas
In this section we interpret many of the kinks in the measured crater distributions as resurfacing events and not as the original production function. Especially on Vesta we find examples where we see such kinks in one area but not in another with similar age and similar diameter range such as the northern and southern ejecta blanket of the Oppia crater in Section 3.2.8 (additional kink in the southern area). Since crater degradation more efficiently removes small craters than large ones and due to the high impact rates on Vesta, resurfacing induced by seismic shaking and/or ejecta blanketing appears more reasonable than frequent changes in the projectile size-frequency distribution over wide time and diameter ranges. Thus, we think the frequently observed kinks in the crater distribution with shallower characteristics towards smaller sizes are less likely a result of a changing impactor population than the result of resurfacing effects. However, we accept that major break up events in the Main Belt and/or basin forming events on Vesta itself could produce enough secondary projectiles for a limited period of time to change the size distribution of the impacting projectiles to a steeper configuration. This could be the case for a large fraction of the northern hemisphere of Vesta, which appears to have been heavily contaminated with secondary craters from the Rheasilvia impact with probable contributions from the then, replenished population of Vestoids. Such large contributions of secondary projectiles in addition to the primary projectiles should always lead to a steeper crater distribution in a specific size range.
Surface ages of Ida, Gaspra and Lutetia
In this section we present results of measurements for key areas, which were used to test the derived production function for consistency with the observed and measured crater distribution. For these areas we also calculate surface ages based on the presented crater counts and derived crater production and chronology functions. Measurements from Ida, Gaspra and Lutetia are detailed in the SOM Section 1. In Table 5 we present our results from these smaller asteroids.
In general our results are in agreement with earlier works on these smaller asteroids (Chapman et al., 1996a (Chapman et al., , 1996b Marchi et al., 2012b) . The main differences between the earlier work and our attempt are the utilization of ArcGIS for crater counting and the size correction of measurements to account for the projection error caused by the divergence between the reference body and the actual topography. Chronology functions of the earlier work are based on the current intrinsic impact probability of the investigated target bodies, similar to our approach. Thus, similar results are not surprising as long as derived model ages fall into the linear part of our lunar-like chronologies.
A few heavily degraded craters on Gaspra give a loosely constrained age of 2:9 þ 0:4 À 1:1 Ga. Fresh craters indicate a much younger surface of 270770 Ma. At that time Gaspra may have Currently it is not known how far beyond 4.1 Ga (Mare Nectaris, Neukum et al., 2012) in the past the exponential decay for the lunar chronology is valid. The two lunar-like chronologies of Vesta almost plot on top of each other. Rev3 is based on pre-and early Dawn data and has been used for preliminary surface dating on Vesta, while Dawn still gathered data from Vesta. Rev4 is an update to rev3 and incorporates refined gravity data of Vesta . We also show a preliminary version of an alternative chronology for Vesta (pers. comm., D. P. O'Brien), which is almost identical to the lunar-like chronologies for Vesta for the last $ 3 Ga. For earlier times, the model impact flux of O'Brien's chronology is much lower than that of our lunar-like chronology model for Vesta, so the same measured frequency produces older model ages. Fig.2 ) for asteroids and coefficients k 1-3 of lunar and asteroidal chronology functions.
Moon (Neukum, 1984) Fresh craters on Ida are probably in saturation below $ 1 km crater size. Thus, the derived age may only be a lower limit. Similarly to the earlier work by Chapman et al. (1996a) , we find a model age of 2.1 70.3 Ga. Craters Z 1 km give a surface age of 3:4 þ 0:2 À 1:3 Ga and if heavily degraded craters are also taken into account we find an age of 3.6 70.1 Ga for Ida.
Interestingly, we find a similar age using Lutetia's large and degraded craters (3.5 70.1 Ga). This is about 200 Ma younger than the result by Marchi et al. (2012b) . Fresh craters o7 km on Lutetia indicate a surface model age of 2.17 0.3 Ga. The most important difference between our work and that of Marchi et al. (2012b) is that we interpret the lower crater frequency of fresh craters o7 km as a younger crater population. That population built up after a resurfacing event such as the formation of a large impact crater, which may have caused severe seismic shaking and some degree of ejecta blanketing, despite the low surface gravity. Preexisting craters were degraded but not completely destroyed. Their morphology however, was muted to a point that Marchi et al. (2012b) did not accept them as craters anymore. Instead, they interpreted the kink in their crater distribution as a result of different scaling between two layers of more and less competent materials.
Surface Ages of Vesta
For Vesta we present surface model ages for both models: our lunar-like model and that based on the Nice model (O'Brien et al., under review). We will refer to the Nice model based chronology also as O'Brien's chronology. Both model ages are derived from the same N(1) value, which is calculated from the fit of our lunar-like production function for Vesta to the measured crater distribution.
The vestan cratering record appears to be affected by an additional distinct population of impactors in a limited size range. This effect may either be linked to the influence of the Vesta collisional family, whose members are also known as Vestoids (e.g. Nesvorný et al., 2008) , or to secondary cratering, both caused by the formation of large basins such as the Rheasilvia South Pole basin (e.g. Jaumann et al., 2012) . The additional projectile population appears to influence the vestan cratering record only in a limited diameter range of about 7-12 km crater size and only in the northern hemisphere of Vesta (i.e. outside the Rheasilvia basin) to variable amounts. A contamination of the smaller crater distribution ( o $ 7 km) with secondary craters might be possible, but only to a minor degree such that it does not dominate the crater distribution. Alternatively, the crater distribution in that size range could also be heavily influenced by secondary cratering, which is not indicated by a steep crater distribution. It might be possible that due to high crater frequencies saturation effects occur, that prevent the observation of a steep crater distribution.
The presented Dawn imaging data of Vesta is projected to a 255 km radius sphere. Surface areas as well as crater diameters were measured on that sphere and corrected for the projection error caused by divergences between the reference body and the actual topography (Kneissl et al., 2014) . The topographic information is related to a vestan ellipsoid with a semi major axis of 285 km and a semi-minor axis of 229 km . For large counting areas, we used the Dawn high altitude mapping orbit (HAMO) imaging data ) with a ground resolution of $ 60 m/pixel. Small areas were measured on higher resolved ( $20 m/pixel) imaging data from Dawn's low altitude mapping orbit (LAMO; Roatsch et al., 2013) . In order to identify degraded craters with muted topography, we also used slope maps and maps of shaded relief.
The errors are calculated from the measured counting statistics and thus do not incorporate systematic errors such as the model of early Solar System bombardment history (see also Section 2.3).
For each measurement we present a topographic map and a cumulative crater plot including surface model ages. The fitted production function is drawn as dashed line except for the range used to fit the measured crater distribution, where it is drawn solid. In most cases we plot a randomness analysis above the crater plot. The measured craters are analyzed for the degree of random spatial distribution. Craters are considered to be randomly distributed, if their size bins fall within 7 3s (grayish zone). The randomness analysis is based on the SDAA (standard deviation of adjacent area) algorithm .There is also complementary information in the SOM (Section 2) with a crater map and differential crater plot with differential fit for surface age determination and the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (Neukum and Dietzel, 1971; Neukum, 1984) . The term small craters is used for crater sizes o $10 km, whose frequency distribution shows a steep slope of about À 3 cumulative (À 4 differential) in the used production function.
Rheasilvia basin
The Rheasilvia basin was observed before Dawn arrived at Vesta by the Hubble Space Telescope (Thomas et al., 1997) . The general findings based on Hubble data were confirmed by the Dawn mission Schenk et al., 2012) although the basin has now been found to be a bit bigger and deeper than estimated in previous work. Vesta is probably the chief source of HED meteorites (e.g. Binzel and Xu, 1993) , which can be traced back to the collisional family of Vesta . Rheasilvia is thought to be the youngest impact event of global scale and it apparently contributed large amounts of material to replenish the Vestoid population. Thus, the age of Rheasilvia (Fig.5) puts constraints on the characteristics of the Vesta family (Marzari et al., 1996; Nesvorný et al., 2008) and our understanding of the dynamical evolution of asteroid collisional families in general. The age of the Rheasilvia basin was estimated to be about 1 Ga from crater measurements on the basin floor (Marchi et al., 2012c; Schenk et al., 2012) . However, Rheasilvia ejecta on the floor of the older and smaller Veneneia basin were dated by Schenk et al. (2012) at about 2 Ga. Assuming both crater counts by Schenk et al. (2012) are reasonable, that implies an earlier formation of Rheasilvia by roughly 1 Ga and a resurfacing of the Rheasilvia basin floor such that it indicates a younger crater retention age. Either way, the formation age of the Rheasilvia basin is severely underestimated by Marchi et al. (2012c) and Schenk et al. (2012) .
Mainly because of the Rheasilvia basin, Vesta is slightly out of equilibrium with a Maclaurin spheroid (Thomas et al., 1997) as determined from Vesta's principal dimensions where the equatorial radius is a little too large in relation to the polar radius to be in equilibrium (also Russell et al., 2012) . However, it is probable that Vesta's lithosphere supports this inequity as can be inferred from the observed steep slopes at the crater rim of Rheasilvia, indicative of intact bedrock . On the other hand, loose regolithic material close to the surface of Vesta will likely follow the existing gravitational slope, whenever mobilized, for example by nearby impacts and move into the gravitational lows (Otto et al., 2013) .
The measured crater size-frequency distribution follows closely the crater production function. The spatial crater distribution shows no significant clustering in the diameter range that has been used for the age determination. The measurement is well below the lunar equilibrium distribution for small lunar craters (SOM Fig. S4 , Section 2.1.1), and thus should not suffer from effects of crater saturation. Our surface model age for the geologic unit of the Rheasilvia basin is 1.8 70.21 Ga (Fig.5 panel C) . Although our measurement is similar to Schenk et al. (2012) our derived model age is higher, primarily because of the different production functions used by both groups. But our data points also plot slightly higher. For comparison, we also show the re-digitized data by Schenk et al. (2012) in Fig. 5 (red crosses) . Because the Rheasilvia basin is topographically about 9% below the reference sphere of Vesta, the respectively corrected crater sizes and size of the counting area are smaller than actually measured values. The correction results in a slight up-shift of crater frequencies, which could be one factor why our measurement is slightly above theirs. Different area outlines and crater identifications may be further sources of differences. We do not claim that our model age for the Rheasilvia floor closely corresponds to the Rheasilvia formation age, since, the Rheasilvia floor is a rather inhomogeneous surface unit, containing a large quantity of younger impact ejecta and showing strong indications for widespread downslope mass wasting (Otto et al., 2013) . Although most of this mass wasting may have occurred shortly after basin formation , repeated reactivation in more recent times is expected (e.g. due to impacts into the sloped basin walls). Mass wasting effectively destroys the cratering record and results in younger surface ages. At the central peak of the basin, a small area much older than $ 1.8 Ga (see next section) can be found. The derived model age for the Rheasilvia basin may be interpreted as an approximate time at which the last major mass wasting inside the basin occurred. The true basin age is better indicated by the related ejecta blankets as well as the age of the central peak. These topographically high-standing areas should be less affected by mass wasting.
Top of central peak of Rheasilvia
Due to its positive topography, the area atop of Rheasilvia's central peak (Fig. 6) is not prone to be covered by mass wasted material. It thus offers a good possibility, of showing the formation age of the basin. This measurement is complemented by measurements in the northern hemisphere of Vesta, which could have been tectonically influenced by the South Pole basin formation (Bowling et al., 2013; Ivanov and Melosh, 2013 ) and the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket close to the crater Oppia (Le Corre et al., 2013) .
Although selected for its expected low probability for being resurfaced due to mass wasting processes, this area shows a resurfaced crater distribution below 1.7 km crater size. 11 larger craters indicate a surface model age of 3:5 þ 0:08 À 0:16 Ga. These craters follow the production function reasonably well and suggest a reliable estimate of the surface model age. The found model age is significantly older than the average age of the whole Rheasilvia basin (previous area, Section 3.2.1). Since the central peak was formed together with the basin, the derived age of $3.5 Ga is a lower threshold for the formation age of the Rheasilvia basin. It is a lower threshold, because later impact cratering could have reset the surface age at this area. Crater frequencies in the range of 0.8-1.3 km have been resurfaced by a younger event, which we dated to 1.5 7 0.27 Ga. Given the error bars this age could be thought to be contemporary with the average age of the whole Rheasilvia basin (1.8 7 0.21 Ga). In the diameter range of 0.25-0.5 km we may have indication for an even younger resurfacing event that ceased its activity 200 7 16 Ma ago. These later events may have their source in seismic shaking/ejecta blanketing due to other impacts, probably in the vicinity of the counting area, which destroyed or covered predominantly smaller craters and affected larger craters to a lesser degree. The measured spatial crater distribution shows no significant clustering in the diameter range used for the age determinations. Our base age of $3.5 Ga is derived from a crater distribution marginally above the lunar equilibrium (see SOM Fig. S5 , Section 2.12) and thus may be influenced by crater saturation effects. In this case, the derived age is only a lower limit.
The Tuccia quadrangle -Ridge and Groove Terrain
The Tuccia quadrangle (Fig. 7) borders the Vestalia Terra unit in the north and in the south partly to the central peak of the Rheasilvia basin between 1801 and 2701E. The slopes of Tuccia cover a difference in elevation of about 40 km over a distance of about 150 km at an average slope of about 151. We measured crater frequencies in high resolution in the southern part of the Tuccia quadrangle, which belongs to the Rheasilvia basin formation . The Tuccia quadrangle geologic mapping is detailed by Kneissl et al. (2014) , which is the source for the presented crater count.
The measured age of the Tuccia quadrangle confirms that larger subsections of the Rheasilvia basin show similar surface model ages to the entire basin area. For the counting area in the Tuccia quadrangle we derive 1.970.22 Ga, which is within the error bars the same age as the entire basin (1.8 70.21 Ga). It is also similar to the older resurfacing age on top of the Rheasilvia central peak (1.570.27 Ga). In the fit range between 2.5 and 35 km crater size, we observe a good agreement between the measured crater sizefrequency distribution and the production function. In this diameter range, a transition occurs in the slopes of the production function, which makes this measurement important to judge the quality of the scaling procedure we performed to convert the lunar production function to the impact conditions on Vesta. A similarly good result over the same slope transition feature can be observed in the dataset for Lutetia (SOM Fig. S3 , Section 1.3). As shown in Fig. S6 (SOM) the measurement from the Ridge and Groove Terrain of the Tuccia quadrangle plots well below the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters and the analysis for spatial randomness did not detect significant clustering for craters in the diameter range that is used. As outlined before, we interpret the age of about 1.9 Ga as an age estimate for the last major resurfacing in this region. In the corresponding differential plot (SOM Fig. S6 , Section 2.1.3), the crater distribution is approximated with two different isochrones, younger and older than the surface model age from the cumulative plot. This could be interpreted as two resurfacing events inside the counting area, with the cumulative model age being an averaged result.
Floor of the Veneneia basin
Veneneia is the smaller and older of the two prominent basins in the southern hemisphere of Vesta Schenk et al., 2012) . According to Schenk et al. (2012) , its floor is heavily resurfaced by the Rheasilvia impact and therefore the derived surface age of Veneneia may only be a lower limit for the basin formation age. We elected to use only the eastern part of the Veneneia basin as the counting area, because the morphology in the west appears to be different from the east (Fig. 8) . For instance, the west contains morphologically muted circular depressions, which are absent in the east of the floor of Veneneia. Thus, it is possible that after the formation of Veneneia, resurfacing processes like the Rheasilvia impact did not act equally over the part of the Veneneia basin not superposed by Rheasilvia. Due to its proximity to the larger and stratigraphically younger Rheasilvia basin, it is challenging to obtain a clear formation age for Veneneia from measurements of its basin floor covered by Rheasilvia ejecta. Theoretically, the age of Veneneia can be determined much better from areas specifically altered by the Veneneia impact event, such as the Saturnalia Fossae formation in the northern hemisphere of Vesta. However, the measurement of sharp rimmed craters on top of the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket inside the Veneneia basin should give a lower threshold for the age of the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket.
For craters in the size range of 7-35 km diameter, we find a reasonable fit between the measured crater distribution and the production function. From this fit we derive a model age of 3:1 þ 0:2 À 0:53 Ga (Fig. 8) . Smaller craters appear to be less frequent than expected from this isochron. Under the assumption, that this deficiency is caused by a resurfacing event, we made a resurfacing correction for the size range between 2 and 6 km diameter and found a resurfacing model age of 270.18 Ga. Based, on the test for spatial randomness, we find a slight clustering of craters in the range of 2-4 km diameter, so it is possible that this diameter range is contaminated by secondary craters or is not uniformly resurfaced. Nevertheless, the crater distribution does follow the expected production function and shows no indication of an extraordinarily steep slope. Other crater sizes, which we used for age determination, appear to be randomly distributed as expected for an isotropic bombardment. The crater frequency below 10 km diameter is well below the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (see SOM Fig. S7 ), so we do not expect to observe crater saturation effects. The model age of $ 3.1 Ga for a Rheasilvia blanketed area further supports the hypothesis of a formation age of the Rheasilvia basin much higher than 1 Ga and subsequent resurfacing events. Interestingly, although not inside the Rheasilvia basin, this area also shows evidence for resurfacing around 2 Ga ago, which is similar to several other areas inside the Rheasilvia basin. For comparison we also show the re-digitized measurement of the Veneneia floor by Schenk et al. (2012) in Fig. 8. 
Heavily cratered Terrains North of the equator
North of the vestan equator, many large and heavily eroded impact structures are visible. This is one of the most densely cratered areas on Vesta. We defined a large counting area around 901E/201N, which stretches about 401 in latitude and about 1601 in longitude (Fig. 9) . Many of the larger craters are muted in their morphology due to obliteration and ejecta blanketing by subsequent impacts. Interestingly, the floors of small craters of 20-30 km in diameter show absolute altitudes in the range of 18 km below the vestan reference ellipsoid. The floors of similar sized craters in other regions of Vesta only reach such low altitudes inside larger basins like Rheasilvia or the equatorial basin at 3101E longitude (Feralia Planitia). Furthermore, some craters appear to show hollow depressions around them.
From the cumulative crater distribution in panel C of Fig. 9 , we derive a model age of 3:8 þ 0:07 À 0:15 Ga in the crater diameter range of 60-100 km. For craters o60 km, the cumulative plot shows a step towards lower crater frequencies, which likely indicates a resurfacing event. For the resurfaced crater distribution, we applied a resurfacing correction ) in the À 0:16 Ga. Thus, it might be possible that the observed resurfacing event is connected to the Rheasilvia basin formation. At crater sizes below 17 km, we find an increase in crater frequencies above the resurfacing age isochron. The increase is small in the diameter range above 12 km but dramatically ramps up at 12 km until about 8 km diameter. At 4-6 km diameter the crater size-frequency distribution almost aligns with the 3.8 Ga isochron, which is defined by the 4 largest craters. This observation of a steep crater size-frequency distribution in a limited size range may be consistent either with secondary cratering from the large basin formation in the southern hemisphere of Vesta and/or heavy bombardment by members of the Vesta family shortly after significant events of replenishment, also related to the basin formation. Since the lunar equilibrium for small craters is only valid below $ 10 km crater size, it cannot be used for the fit ranges we used for this area (SOM Fig. S8 , Section 2.1.5). However, it is likely that the measured crater frequencies are close to equilibrium/saturation and thus, the found ages may only be lower limits for the actual surface ages. The spatial randomness test shows no obvious crater clustering in either diameter range used for age determination. Interestingly, the diameter range containing the steep increase in crater frequency shows no heavy clustering either, which could imply distant secondary cratering as suggested by Bierhaus et al. (2012) .
North pole area
Because this area is farthest from the impact site of Rheasilvia, one might expect to detect the highest surface ages on Vesta in the North Pole region. As Dawn departed from Vesta, it mapped the North Pole area with grazing incidence angles of sunlight, allowing for crater counting and age determination. Despite the difficult illumination conditions, Fig. 10 shows a couple of large craters of up to 80 km in diameter very close to the geometric antipode of Rheasilvia (1211E/751N). The possible antipodal effect by the Rheasilvia impact is discussed by Bowling et al. (2013) .
The measured crater size-frequency distribution shows a high similarity to the crater distribution measured at the heavily cratered terrain (Section 3.2.5). Large craters in the range of 40-80 km indicate a model age of 3:8 þ 0:04 À 0:06 Ga. Smaller craters between 15 and 35 km diameter indicate a younger surface age, because crater frequencies in this range plot below the production function fitted to the large craters. We found a resurfacing model age of 3:5 þ 0:03 À 0:04 Ga. Given the high crater frequency in this area, it is possible that the derived ages are influenced by crater saturation: the derived ages should therefore be regarded as lower limit for the model age. Below 15 km crater size, the crater frequencies are steeper than the 3.5 Ga isochron. The crater frequencies get close but do not reach the older isochron at $ 3.8 Ga. At about 7 km diameter, the crater distribution flattens into a roll-over. This behavior again might be caused by the influence of secondary/ Vestoid cratering. The randomness analysis did not reveal significant clustering in the size range used for the measurement. The age of the resurfacing event we found in this area is remarkably close to those we found in other areas on Vesta and which we linked to the formation of the Rheasilvia basin. This would suggest the Rheasilvia basin formation also influenced the North Pole area. The older base age may be connected to the formation of the Veneneia basin.
Ancient crater at 2501E/301N
At about 2501E longitude, the southern edge of the North Pole area seems to superimpose an ancient large crater (∅ $180 km), which has been altered by the Saturnalia Fossae formation ( Fig. 11; Jaumann et al., 2012) . This crater is intriguing, because its northern half appears to be cut by a relatively flat and elevated terrain, which continues into the North Pole area. However, the northern crater rim is still visible in the higher flat terrain. We measured a relatively small area near the lowest part of the crater floor but at some distance from the steep slopes at the southern crater rim. We expect that the age of this area is connected to the formation of Saturnalia Fossae and thus gives clues to the formation age of Veneneia. Furthermore, we measured two small areas atop that elevated terrain ("Elevated Terrain North" (ETN) and "Elevated Terrain South" (ETS), Fig. 11 ). We also measured two larger areas on lower resolution HAMO data, in order to crosscheck our results from the high resolution LAMO measurements. The HAMO measurements (Fig. 11) , one on the crater floor and the other atop the elevated terrain are very similar to each other. Both show a crater distribution similar to the measurements at the North Pole and heavily cratered terrain areas (Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6) with a steep crater distribution between $ 7 and $ 12 km. If that steep distribution is caused by Vestoid cratering or Rheasilvia secondary craters, it is possible that the presented LAMO crater counts suffer from such contamination, although it was indicated neither in the crater plots (Fig. 11) nor as clustered craters in the spatial crater distribution (SOM Figs. S11-S13, Section 2.1.7). In order to give a broader morphological characterization of this area, we also derived two topographic profiles starting at the two small counting areas on top of the elevated terrain, crossing each other in the area at the crater floor and extending further southward across the southern rim of the large ancient crater. The counting area on the crater floor is roughly at the intersection of the two profiles, at about 90-100 km in the profile. The profile shows a significant step where the elevated terrain cuts the crater floor. The step height varies but was measured at between 4000 m and 6500 m. The reference height at the Saturnalia Fossae modified crater floor was set to an average level near the step. Stratigraphically, it is apparent that the elevated terrain is younger than the large crater. From tectonic relations, we believe that the Saturnalia Fossae formation on the crater floor is connected to the Veneneia impact structure , which makes the large crater older than Veneneia. Thus, after Vestalia Terra in which the crater formed, the crater is the oldest geologic structure in the area. Since the larger Rheasilvia impact is stratigraphically younger, it is possible that this area was already fractured by the Veneneia impact and the formation of Saturnalia and was later exposed to high levels of seismic activity during Rheasilvia's formation.
From the small area on the floor of the ancient crater we derive a surface model age of 3:8 þ 0:04 À 0:07 Ga. This result is comparable to our results for the model age at the heavily cratered terrain and the North Pole. The two small areas atop of the elevated terrain show younger ages. For the ETN area we derive 3:6 þ 0:09 À 0:23 Ga and for the ETS area we find 3:6 þ 0:04 À 0:05 Ga. These ages are similar to results from other areas we would link to the formation of the Rheasilvia basin. Both of the latter two areas are very similar to each other but appear significantly younger than the area at the crater floor. This can easily be seen in the crater plot of Fig. 11 . All of the given ages imply crater frequencies above the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (SOM Figs. S11-S13, Section 2.1.7). Thus, these model ages may only be considered as lower estimates for the true surface model ages. However, the younger nature of the elevated terrain is not supported from the two HAMO measurements, which show a high similarity to each other. From craters larger than $ 12 km we date the elevated terrain with 3:6 þ 0:04 À 0:06 Ga and the crater floor with 3:6 þ 0:05 À 0:07 Ga. These ages are highly similar to the results from the LAMO measurements in the elevated terrain. It is not obvious, why the HAMO measurement in the elevated terrain gives a significant higher crater frequency than the LAMO measurement for craters o $ 7 km. The reason could be the difficult illumination condition in the LAMO data. But it is also possible that area location and size may also play some role.
Over the diameter ranges, which we used to fit the production function to the measurement, we find good agreement between the measured size-frequency distribution and the shape of the production function. At particular diameters however, in each measurement the crater size distribution falls below the production function. The small area on the crater floor shows such a kink at $ 2 km diameter and continues towards smaller crater sizes with a distribution flatter than the lunar equilibrium. Thus, the distribution is indicative for an ongoing resurfacing possibly caused by various agents such as seismic shaking and ejecta blanketing of neighboring impacts. The ETN area shows its kink at $ 1.2 km it continues steeper than the size distribution from the crater floor. In fact, the crater distribution of the ETN area falls along the lunar equilibrium for small craters (SOM Fig. S12 , Section 2.1.7). This is interesting, since it may imply that craters 4 1.2 km are not in equilibrium and thus, the derived surface model age is more reliable. The ETS area (SOM Fig. S13 , Section 2.1.7) shows a kink at $600 m diameter and continues with a shallow slope, similar to the one of the crater floor. This implies a similar conclusion as for the crater floor, i.e. this crater distribution is modified by ongoing resurfacing. For clarity and as an exception to other areas discussed in this section, the randomness analysis for the five areas is shifted to the SOM (Figs. S11-S14, Section 2.1.7). The crater size bins which have been used for the age determination were sometimes not populated enough (minimum of 3 craters) to conduct a randomness analysis. In cases where there were enough craters, they show a random spatial distribution.
Both HAMO measurements appear to follow the 3.8 Ga isochron from $ 3 km to $ 7 km crater size (SOM Fig. S14 , Section 2.1.7). It may be possible that the crater distribution is actually in equilibrium and does not really follow the 3.8 Ga isochron. From the presented data it is hard to distinguish between both cases. If the measurement is in equilibrium below $ 7 km this is an indication that the lunar equilibrium does not apply to Vesta but is vertically shifted to higher frequencies by a factor of about 2 or 3. Then, model ages of about 3.6 Ga or less are well defined and no lower limits.
Oppia ejecta blanket
The two measurements of the Oppia ejecta blanket (Fig. 12 ) have already been presented by Le Corre et al. (2013) . Here, we present updated model ages after application of the measurement correction to account for the projection error caused by the differences between the real topography and the used reference body. Furthermore, the already published data utilizes rev3 of the vestan production and chronology functions, where here we use rev4. Both versions are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of this work.
Oppia is located immediately north of the rim of the Rheasilvia basin and thus likely formed within the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket. Craters which formed in the massive Rheasilvia ejecta should indicate the formation age of the Rheasilvia ejecta. Thus, dating Oppia ejecta, including stratigraphically underlying craters, might also provide information about the formation age of the Rheasilvia basin itself. We measured the Oppia ejecta blanket in one area north of Oppia (northern part), which is further away from Rheasilvia and a second area south of Oppia (southern part) closer to Rheasilvia.
The area in the northern part of the Oppia ejecta blanket reveals a crater distribution typical for a resurfacing event (Fig. 12) . That is for a cumulative representation a depletion of crater frequencies below a certain diameter and a buildup of crater frequencies according to the production function when going towards smaller diameters. A differential crater plot shows a simple step towards lower frequencies for craters below a specific crater diameter (SOM Fig. S15 , Section 2.1.8). The step size is a measure of the time difference between the older underlying unit and the younger ejecta blanket at the current surface. For the northern Oppia ejecta blanket we derive from craters Z2 km a model age of 3:6 þ 0:06 À 0:11 Ga. This might be interpreted as the age of the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket in which Oppia formed, the resurfacing event being the emplacement of the Oppia ejecta. Le Corre et al. bars. Frequencies of craters Z2 km plot very close to the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (SOM Fig. S15 , Section 2.1.8). Thus, the found age may only be a lower limit.
The southern part of the Oppia ejecta blanket shows a more complicated crater size-frequency distribution, as it features an additional kink at about 1 km diameter. This kink may indicate another resurfacing event before the Oppia impact. For the model age defined by craters Z1.7 km we find 3:6 þ 0:06 À 0:09 Ga. Le Corre et al. (2013) find a model age of 3:6 þ 0:06 À 0:1 Ga for the same area. In this work, we date the older resurfacing with 2 70.31 Ga, utilizing resurfacing corrected crater frequencies in the range of 0.7-1.2 km. Le Corre et al. (2013) find for the older resurfacing in this area a model age of 1.8 70.3 Ga, also using a resurfacing correction . The Oppia formation age is derived from the younger resurfacing event, which we date in this work to 320 7 11 Ma, utilizing resurfacing corrected crater frequencies in the range of 0.15-0.4 km diameter. Le Corre et al. (2013) find a model age of 27079.3 Ma for the younger resurfacing in this area. Thus, for the southern part of the Oppia ejecta blanket we see a slight deviation in the Oppia formation age between this work and Le Corre et al. (2013) . The older resurfacing and the underlying ages of the Rheasilvia ejecta are the same within the error bars in both works, respectively. Frequencies of craters Z1.7 km plot very close to the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (SOM Fig. S16 , Section 2.1.9). Thus, the age of the Rheasilvia ejecta may only be a lower limit. Resurfaced crater frequencies are slightly below the lunar equilibrium and may also show a slight influence from saturation effects.
It is intriguing that the Rheasilvia facing section of the Oppia ejecta shows an additional resurfacing age of about 2 Ga, which is absent on the opposite side of the ejecta blanket. Vast areas inside the Rheasilvia basin show model ages of about 2 Ga as well, as has been shown in the previous measurements. This could possibly indicate a significant resurfacing event inside the Rheasilvia basin around that time, which obliterated most of the previous cratering record inside the basin.
Octavia ejecta blanket
Model ages of the areas of the Octavia ejecta blanket presented here have also been shown by Le Corre et al. (2013) . As outlined for the Oppia ejecta blanket (previous section) we update the already published age data by applying the same changes as for the Oppia measurements.
Octavia is of interest because it is located close to the northern rim of the Veneneia basin. Thus, this configuration is comparable with Oppia in relation to Rheasilvia and due to the distance of Octavia to Rheasilvia, the influence of Rheasilvia ejecta may be relatively limited. We therefore use measurements from the Octavia ejecta blanket, in order to date both the Octavia ejecta blanket and the Veneneia ejecta blanket. Octavia also features a landslide in its interior, which has not been further investigated in this work. The landslide indicates a geologic activity after the crater formation similar to what we expect from the Rheasilvia interior, but on much smaller scale.
The south-east counting area (Fig. 13) shows a resurfaced crater distribution, similar to the Oppia ejecta blankets. Craters Z2.5 km can be well fitted with the vestan production function. We derive a model age of 3:7 þ 0:06 À 0:09 Ga. The measured crater frequencies in this diameter range are well above the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (SOM Fig. S17 , Section 2.1.10). Thus, the derived age is only a lower limit for the Veneneia ejecta blanket in which Octavia presumably formed. Resurfacing corrected crater frequencies between 0.25 and 0.7 km crater size reveal a resurfacing model age of 390 728 Ma. This would be the formation age of Octavia. The respective crater frequencies are below the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (SOM Fig. S17 , Section 2.1.10) and thus may not show significant influence from crater The "Octavia_south" area ( Fig. 13) is smaller than the "Octavia_south_east" area. It is also located closer to the crater rim of Octavia and thus probably shows fewer craters which survived the Octavia formation. From crater diameters in the range of 0.5-0.9 km, we derive a model age of 1.3 70.4 Ga. This is significantly younger than the oldest age of the south-east area. We do not interpret this age as a possible formation age of the Veneneia ejecta, but rather the influence of another event that could be the emplacement of another ejecta blanket. The detected signal in the crater distribution is weak and should not be overinterpreted: it was not presented by Le Corre et al. (2013) . We date the resurfacing event, which is likely connected with the Octavia formation with a model age of 440 741 Ma. In order to do that, we use resurfacing corrected crater frequencies in the range of 0.17 to 0.4 km diameter. For the corresponding dataset, Le Corre et al. À 38 Ma, which is similar but slightly outside the error bars. The crater frequencies for both the underlying old age and the resurfacing model ages plot very close to the lunar equilibrium distribution for small craters (SOM Fig. S18 , Section 2.1.11). Thus, the derived ages may only be lower limits.
Ejecta blanket of Antonia crater
Part of the eastern ejecta blanket of the Antonia crater has been counted and dated with rev3 of the lunar-like vestan crater production and chronology functions by Kneissl et al. (2014) . In order to show the applicability of the lunar-like production function for Vesta, we present this measurement ( Fig. 14; SOM  Fig. S19 , Section 2.1.12) with updated rev4 model ages. Antonia is an apparently young sharp-rimmed crater. Thus, its ejecta blanket has a low likelihood of being affected by subsequent resurfacing events, such as seismic shaking or ejecta blanketing by other nearby impacts. Antonia is an example of an asymmetric crater, typical for impacts on slopes and it also features dark ejecta. The crater is detailed, for instance, by Kneissl et al. (2014) .
The measured distribution of small craters atop the Antonia ejecta blanket is in remarkably good agreement with the lunar-like production function for Vesta. We fit the crater distribution between 0.06 and 0.3 km diameter and find a surface model age of 21 7 1.7 Ma. This would also be the formation age of the Antonia crater. For comparison, Kneissl et al. (2014) find a model age of 2471.1 Ma for this area using rev3 of the production and chronology functions. Table 6 summarizes the results of all areas measured on Vesta and which are described in Section 3.2 "Surface Ages of Vesta". We present model ages not only for the rev4 version of the lunar-like chronology but also give results for an alternative chronology based on the Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB) model, which is detailed by O'Brien et al. (under review) . For the ages based on O'Brien's chronology model, we still use our lunar-like production function to fit the measured crater frequencies. From the lunar-like production function, we derive the respective N(1) values (frequency of craters Z 1 km diameter). The determined N(1) value is then projected to O'Brien's chronology function to convert the N (1) value into a model age. More detailed tables are presented in the SOM (Table S1 for cumulative fits and Table S2 for differential fits, Section 2.2) including area sizes and N(1) values. The oldest areas (heavily cratered terrains, North Pole area, ancient crater floor and Veneneia ejecta at Octavia) may show a crater distribution in equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium. Thus, for the measured crater sizes the derived age is a lower limit. If true, the formation age of Veneneia cannot be resolved and may also be older than $ 3.8 Ga. Only if very large craters and basins inside respectively larger areas are taken into account might higher crater retention ages be accessible. As mentioned in Section 2.3, if all large basins Z 100 km are taken into account and the corresponding surface area is the total area of Vesta, then the lunar-like chronology would provide a model age on the order of 3.9-4 Ga (SOM Section 3). In the heavily cratered terrain (HCT) area and in the North Pole area we find a resurfacing age of about 3.5 Ga. Similar ages can be found in the two LAMO measurements on top of the elevated terrain inside the ancient crater at 2501E/ 301N and in both HAMO measurements of the same region, the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket (oldest age at both areas of the Oppia ejecta) and as oldest age atop of the central peak of the Rheasilvia basin. On the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket and the basin's central peak ages occur in the range of 3.5-3.6 Ga that suggests the basin formed at about that time. Occurrences of similar ages in the northern hemisphere imply a major resurfacing event at that time over large areas. Such resurfacing could have its source in a tectonic response caused by the Rheasilvia impact. Hydrocode modeling of the Rheasilvia basin formation support the idea of global seismic effects from the Rheasilvia impact (Bowling et al., 2013; Ivanov and Melosh, 2013) . According to our results ages younger than 3.5 Ga indicate events after the Rheasilvia formation. Thus, wide areas of the Rheasilvia basin floor do not reflect the basin formation age but later resurfacing events. While the Antonia ejecta blanketing ( $ 21 Ma) is only one example of many more of comparatively recent and local resurfacing events (e.g. Kneissl et al., 2014) , there might be a number of older events that resurfaced large fractions of the Rheasilvia basin too. Close to or inside the Rheasilvia basin we find several ages clustering between $ 1.5 and $ 2 Ga. It is not clear whether these events are truly separated in time or we are seeing one large event that resurfaced most of the Rheasilvia interior.
Summary on crater retention ages of key areas on Vesta

Comparison of vestan crater retention ages with radiometric
39 Ar reset Ages of HED meteorites
Radiometric ages of HED meteorites have been reported in a number of publications (e.g. Bogard, 1995 Bogard, , 2011 Bogard and Garrison, 2003) . It has also been suggested that not all HED meteorites come from Vesta but that some HEDs may have their origin on probably five other Vesta-like parent bodies (Scott et al., 2009) . These authors state that most of the anomalous eucrites show ages in excess of 4.45 Ga. The derivation of crater retention ages contains several different sources of systematic (modelbased) and stochastic (measurement-based) errors. The same applies to the independently working determination of radiometric ages with different sources of error (e.g. Bogard and Garrison, 2003) . Despite the various sources of error it appears reasonable to compare the results of those independent techniques with each other in a similar representation, because there is the possibility that both techniques are able to record the same large impact events on Vesta. Bogard (2011) present a summed probability curve of 46 radiometric Ar-Ar ages of HED meteorites. We use his plot and add probability curves of each measured crater retention age. We also plot summed curves derived from the individual curves of our measurements. All probability curves are given for both cases the lunar-like and O'Brien's chronology model. We use the same time range Bogard (2011) used for his plot. The result is based on the age determination from the cumulative crater plots and is presented in Fig. 16 . The shown probability curves represent the probability of any age from a given mean value of N(1) and its symmetric gaussian error bars, which are projected onto the chronology function. In the non-linear parts of both chronology functions the model ages have asymmetric errors.
According to Bogard (2011) , the radiometric ages in the range of 3.4-4.1 Ga are all derived from brecciated HED meteorites and presumably, represent shock-heating events from large impacts on the HED parent body. Bogard (2013) states "… quantitative Ar loss can occur in a 1 km half-thick slab at a temperature as low as $500 K, whereas for a 10 cm half-thick slab a temperature of $1050 K would be required." 500 K is a value well in agreement with initial temperatures derived from recent hydrocode modeling for the floor of the Rheasilvia basin . Also within hot ejecta blankets the Ar-Ar chronometer can be reset as discussed for instance by Fernandes and Artemieva (2012) .
The spectral characteristics of freshly exposed Rheasilvia ejecta (Le Corre et al., 2013) , specific crater morphology and impact melt modeling (Williams et al., 2013) argue for high probability of impact melt occurrences on Vesta related to high energetic impacts. In addition, reset of the Ar-Ar chronometer on meteorite parent bodies is not restricted to the dynamical situation in the early Solar System. It also happens in the current setup of the Solar System as illustrated by isotopic impact ages o1.5 Ga of chondrites (Bogard, 1995 (Bogard, , 2011 .
In both chronology models we see a prominent peak in the summed curves of the crater retention ages accompanied by a much smaller peak at slightly higher ages. The location of the prominent peak of both crater retention age models is intriguing. The O'Brien chronology suggests a high probability for a crater retention age close to a very prominent peak in the Ar-Ar ages at 4.48 Ga. The corresponding measurements have been interpreted to show a relation to the formation of the Rheasilvia basin. Thus, it appears that the age of $ 4.48 Ga for the vestan South Pole Bogard and Garrison (2003) and Scott et al. (2009) is in agreement with crater retention ages of areas, which likely indicate the Rheasilvia basin formation age. The mentioned authors based their suggestion upon a hypothesis in order to explain why the narrow peak at $4.48 Ga is defined by exclusively unbrecciated eucrites. The problem in their model is whether the eucrites could have escaped brecciation during the heavy bombardment in the early Solar System. However, the majority of eucrites are brecciated as it is expected as a result of impact gardening. The Ar-Ar chronometer of brecciated eucrites shows multiple large shock-heat events on Vesta that occurred basically in the time frame between 3.4 and 4.1 Ga (Bogard, 2011) . If Rheasilvia indeed formed $ 4.48 Ga ago, it must have preserved a fresh morphology throughout this time of large impacts. Morphologically Rheasilvia is the youngest impact basin on Vesta. It is not superimposed by any other basin and its probable secondary craters cover large parts of the northern hemisphere and appear not to be superimposed by later basin forming events as well. Thus, Rheasilvia is expected to have formed towards the end of the time of large shock-heat events recorded in the brecciated eucrites 3.4-4.1 Ga ago. Indeed, for Rheasilvia formation related areas, the lunar-like chronology provides model ages with a high correlation to a shock-heat event recorded by the Ar-Ar chronometer at $3.55 Ga.
The minor peak in the summed probability curve of the crater retention ages indicates an increased probability for a resurfacing event between 3.7 and 3.8 Ga in the lunar-like model. In that time range the Ar-Ar chronometer of HED meteorites recorded two Fig.15 . Map of vestan model ages for the lunar-like chronology: The color of the measured areas indicates the derived surface ages with red for young ages ( o 1 Ga), green for intermediate ages (1 Ga oageo 3 Ga), light blue (3 Ga o age o3.7 Ga) and dark blue ( 43.7 Ga) for increasingly higher ages. The highest measured age within each area defines the area color. The ages are given for each area in Ga. In case resurfacing ages were measured, those ages are also given separated by slashes. Error bars are not indicated in the map but are mentioned in Table 6 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Fig.16 . Comparison of probability plots of Ar-Ar ages (Bogard, 2011) and crater retention ages: probabilities for Ar-Ar ages of HED meteorites are presented as a gray background based on Bogard (2011, Fig.8) . Crater retention ages of all measurements older than 3.3 Ga (Table 6 ) are given as thin curves. Thick curves represent summed curves of the individual measurements. Solid curves -lunar-like chronology model, dashed curves -O'Brien chronology model. shock-heat events. The respective minor peak of crater retention ages in the O'Brien chronology shows no corresponding peak in Ar-Ar ages. The minor peak is derived from measurements, which probably indicate the lower limit of the formation age of the Veneneia basin. In case Rheasilvia formed only 200 to 300 Ma after Veneneia, it might be possible that the Ar-Ar chronometer of Veneneia impact heated material below the central peak of Veneneia remained open until it was excavated by the Rheasilvia impact. That requires large volumes of heated material from the Veneneia impact (e.g. Davison et al., 2010) , Ar diffusion at relatively low temperatures and low cooling rates of only a few K/Ma within large volumes of heated material (Bogard, 2013) . If true, probably a significant fraction of escaped material from the Rheasilvia impact could show the Rheasilvia impact age in the ArAr chronometer.
Summary and discussion
The purpose of this work was to adapt a reliable and well established technique on the Moon and Mars in order to derive surface model ages for geologic units on the Main Belt asteroids Gaspra, Ida, Lutetia and Vesta. We scaled the lunar production and chronology function (Neukum, 1984; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994) to the impact conditions of these asteroids and compare our results with either previous work, in the case of the three former asteroids or, in the case of Vesta, we compare the results of our lunar-like chronology with results of an alternative chronology (pers. comm. D. P. O'Brien) and the Ar-Ar age distribution of HED meteorites.
Production functions: There has been much discussion about the appropriate shape of a production function in order to fit measured crater distributions. On large bodies such as Mars or the Moon, small craters show a steep distribution on the order of À 3 cumulative ( À 4 differential). The questions remain: (i) does this distribution reflect the primary projectile distribution or is it contaminated by considerable amounts of distal non-clustered secondary craters (e.g. Shoemaker, 1965) , and (ii) do resurfacing processes change the shape of the crater distribution resulting from just one prominent projectile distribution or are we dealing with multiple impactor populations with various slope characteristics changing early in solar system history and/or with the location in the solar system (Barlow and Strom, 1984; Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; Ivanov et al., 2002) .
The low surface gravity on small asteroids such as Gaspra and Ida does not allow for the formation of secondary craters in large numbers because the secondary projectiles are easily lost to space. Thus, the observed steep crater distribution ( $ À3 cum.) on Gaspra (Chapman et al., 1996b ) is an indication that mainly primary projectiles are responsible for the steep crater distributions on the larger bodies and secondary craters only play a minor role (Neukum and Ivanov, 1994) . Very early changes of the slope characteristic of the projectile distribution probably cannot be investigated on asteroidal surfaces at all, because the observable cratering record on even the largest bodies such as Vesta is limited to surface ages younger than $ 4 Ga (lunar-like chronology) even for the largest and most durable impact structures.
The cratering record of Ida is close to an equilibrium distribution and no unambiguous results could be found for craters o1 km. If only fresh craters or craters Z1 km are considered, we find a reasonable agreement with a lunar-like projectile distribution for Ida, which is similar to that observed on Gaspra. The larger asteroid Lutetia shows respectively larger craters too. Above about 1 km crater size, the lunar-like production function for Lutetia changes its slope. The measured crater distribution corresponds well to the production function, such that it also reflects the expected changes in slopes. Marchi et al. (2012b) did not count degraded craters and found a resurfacing-like kink in their crater distribution. They did not consider resurfacing effects as a reason but instead adjusted their crater production function by proposing a two layer model with different crater scaling behavior. We find the same kink if degraded craters are also excluded, but believe that the two-layer model is not required: the effect can be explained by crater degradation due to resurfacing processes.
Vesta shows a wide variety of crater size-frequency distributions, which indicate complex interactions of multiple processes. On relatively fresh surfaces we find a crater distribution in relatively good agreement with the derived vestan crater production function. However, we also find many crater distributions deficient in small craters. This effect is mostly interpreted as the result of resurfacing, where small craters are more easily obliterated than larger ones, for instance by gravity-driven mass wasting, ejecta blanketing or seismic shaking. On the other hand, in the narrow diameter range of $8-12 km, we find a significantly steeper crater distribution than anticipated from the derived vestan production function. This phenomenon is primarily restricted to the northern vestan hemisphere. It is hypothesized that this is the result of Rheasilvia secondary cratering and/or Vestoid cratering.
We find good agreement with the conclusions of earlier work, that both Ida and Gaspra show a crater size-frequency distribution very similar to that of the lunar surface (Chapman et al., 1996a (Chapman et al., , 1996b Ivanov et al., 2002) . Furthermore, we also find the same similarity of the crater size-frequency distribution at the larger asteroids Lutetia and Vesta, extending the correspondence of the lunar crater size-frequency distribution to larger crater sizes and therefore larger projectile sizes. The responsible projectiles show a collisionally evolved characteristic very similar to that of the asteroid Main Belt. Among the investigated bodies only, Vesta is large enough to prove or disprove whether the impacting projectiles show an average Main Belt characteristic or a more pronounced deficiency in projectiles $ 25 km in diameter, typical for the inner and middle Main Belt (Tedesco et al., 2005; de Elía and Brunini, 2007) . The respective crater size on Vesta corresponds to $ 140 km. Craters of that size are mostly heavily degraded and the cratering record is incomplete, mainly due to the relatively late and large Rheasilvia impact. Thus, we do not see a clean cratering record in that size range and are unable to narrow down the source region of primary projectiles within the Main Belt without ambiguity based on our crater measurements.
Chronology functions and surface model ages: The chronology functions used for this work are based on an estimate of the current collision probabilities (Bottke et al., 1994) . The lunar-like chronologies we use here are characterized by a linear correlation between surface age and cumulative crater frequency up to $ 3 Ga. It is not surprising that our measurements for fresh craters on the smaller asteroids Gaspra (27070.07 Ma; resurfacing age) and Ida (2.17 0.27 Ga; resurfacing age) shows a general agreement with earlier work by other authors (Chapman et al., 1996a (Chapman et al., , 1996b . Those authors also assumed, as a first order approximation, a linear relationship between crater frequency and surface age and used an estimate of the current collision probabilities. Also the similarity of surface ages of Lutetia in our work and the result by Marchi et al. (2012b) is not a coincidence, because both groups used a lunar-like chronology scaled to the collision probability of Lutetia with other bodies. The differences to our approach are only the use of ArcGIS with the CraterTools plug-in for crater counting and a correction for projection errors caused by the deviations between the used reference body and the true surface topography. Good correlation to earlier results shows the reliability of our approach, which is then applied to the case of Vesta. Here however, we find significant deviation between our work and the work by Marchi et al. (2012c) and Schenk et al. (2012) with respect to the formation ages of the Veneneia and Rheasilvia basins. The differences are mostly based on the geologic interpretation of the used counting areas. Marchi et al. (2012c) and Schenk et al. (2012) use almost entirely fresh craters at the floor of both basins. For Rheasilvia, Marchi et al. (2012c) find $ 1 Ga as the formation age, under the assumption that most of the obvious mass wasting occurred shortly after the basin formation. In contrast, after the crater relaxation movements have finished, we expect subsequent basin floor resurfacing, due to regolith slumping on slopes. This is a well-known phenomenon which may be triggered by subsequent impact cratering in the vicinity, and particularly when an impact occurs on the sloped terrain. For Veneneia, Schenk et al. (2012) states: "Crater counts also suggest a crater retention age for Veneneia of 2.1 70.2 billion years (Fig. 4) , predating Rheasilvia. Mantling of Veneneia by Rheasilvia ejecta may allow for an older age …" (" Fig. 4" in their paper) . The size and frequency of their measured craters in the range of roughly 10-17 km on the floor of Veneneia compares well to our measurement (Fig. 8) , but we measured only fairly fresh craters, certainly younger than the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket. If the floor of the Veneneia basin was heavily modified by Rheasilvia's formation and they almost certainly measured craters younger than Rheasilvia ejecta, why do they still find an age $ 1 Ga older than the proposed age for Rheasilvia? Both ages should be close unless the Rheasilvia ejecta blanket on the floor of Veneneia is older than the floor of Rheasilvia itself. Thus, we disagree with the interpretation of the formation ages for Rheasilvia and Veneneia given by Marchi et al. (2012c) and Schenk et al. (2012) .
Our measurement of the eastern floor of Veneneia (Section 3.2.4) gives an age of $ 3.1 Ga, although our measured crater size-frequency distribution is very similar to that of Schenk et al. (2012) in the relevant size range. For the measured ages both chronologies are still in their linear sections and are very similar to each other since both groups based their individual chronologies on the current intrinsic collision probability of Vesta following Bottke et al. (1994) . Thus, the differences in the model ages are mainly caused by different slopes of the production function. Where a given crater distribution is fitted at crater sizes Z1 km (reference diameter for both chronologies), the steeper lunar-like distribution yields higher ages. If craters o1 km are used for the fit the flatter model production function by Marchi et al. (2012c) yields higher ages. Whether a production function has the correct shape can be verified by cases where the same geologic unit/ event is dated similarly with a wide range of crater diameters. More comparisons between our lunar-like production function and the flatter model production function used by Marchi et al. (2012c) can be found in Kneissl et al. (2014) .
It is difficult to find areas which give unambiguous crater data in order to determine the true formation ages of both prominent South Pole basins. Simply counting well defined craters on the basin floor, as has been done by Marchi et al. (2012c) and Schenk et al. (2012) , does not account for the complex geologic processes acting in such areas over geologic timescales. Therefore, we tried to find areas in direct or indirect geologic relation to the formation ages of Veneneia and Rheasilvia which are not totally obscured by resurfacing processes. We determined 25 surface ages within 16 areas, which sometimes overlap in order to confirm results from various crater diameters or specifically to investigate cardinal points of basin morphology such as a central peak. We find several areas somehow connected to the formation of the Rheasilvia basin, which give results scattering in the range of roughly 3.5-3.6 Ga (cumulative fits). A summed probability curve from such measurements gives an age of 3:54 þ 0:08 À 0:09 Ga (errors derived from summation). Due to the global influence of the Rheasilvia impact as the last event of its size, the whole pre-Rheasilvia cratering record has been heavily obscured. Thus, it also erased evidence for the formation age of the Veneneia basin. We find some areas which still may indicate a formation age of Veneneia in the range of 3.7-3.8 Ga, but the respectively high crater frequencies may have been compromised by crater saturation already. A summed probability curve from the respective measurements gives an age of 3:74 þ 0:05 À 0:08 Ga. Due to the likely influence of cratering equilibrium/ saturation, the formation age of Veneneia is only a lower limit. Despite all the uncertainties, it is conceivable that Rheasilvia's formation could correspond to the youngest prominent peak in Ar-Ar ages of brecciated HED meteorites (Bogard, 2011) , leaving the minor peak in crater retention ages between 3.7 and 3.8 Ga (Veneneia formation) to correspond to either a peak in Ar-Ar ages at about 3.7 Ga or 3.78 Ga. If we use the alternative chronology (pers. comm. D.P. O'Brien) with our measurements, we find a formation age of 4:43 þ 0:05 À 0:28 Ga for Rheasilvia and 4:52 þ 0:01 À 0:02 Ga for Veneneia. Given the relatively fresh appearance of the Rheasilvia basin, it appears somewhat unlikely that it survived for such a long time without being heavily modified by those large events recorded in the Ar-Ar chronometer of brecciated eucrites in the time range of about 3.4-4.1 Ga (Bogard, 2011) . For the purpose of comparison, large basins of all inner Solar System planets from more than 4.3 Ga ago are also heavily degraded: for instance, the South-Pole Aitken basin on the lunar surface. Thus, it appears that results based on the alternative chronology for Vesta (O'Brien et al., under review) are inconsistent with observations in the inner Solar System. If we use the same comparison based on results of the lunar-like chronology for Vesta, we find a much better agreement with observations on the inner Solar System bodies.
In the literature, the proposed formation ages of the Rheasilvia basin range from r 1 Ga (Marzari et al., 1996) up to possibly 4.48 Ga (Bogard and Garrison, 2003; Bogard, 2011) with several estimates in the range of 3.5 and 3.8 Ga (Bottke et al., 2005b; Moskovitz et al., 2008; Nesvorný et al., 2008; Roig et al., 2008; Neukum et al., 2011) . Thus, our result for the age of Rheasilvia of about 3.5 Ga, which is derived from a lunar-like chronology, is well within previous expectations for the age of the vestan South Pole depression first observed in Hubble data. Based on results by Nesvorný et al. (2008) even the dynamical situation of the Vestoids is more consistent with our result for the age of Rheasilvia than an age as young as about 1 Ga.
If we compare the surface model age of Lutetia from all measured craters (3:5 þ 0:04 À 0:05 Ga), the surface model age of Ida from all measured craters (3:6 þ 0:06 À 0:1 Ga) and the surface model age of Gaspra from all measured craters (2:9 þ 0:43 À 1:1 Ga) with the youngest vestan impact basin Rheasilvia with 3:5 þ 0:08 À 0:09 Ga, the youngest lunar basin Orientale with $ 3.7 Ga Fassett et al., 2012) and the youngest Martian basin Lyot with $ 3.4 Ga (Werner, 2008) , we find that only the tiny asteroid Gaspra is significantly younger than all other mentioned ages, which scatter within $ 300 Ma. During that time span, the lunar chronology shows a transition from an exponential decay of impact rates towards a linear characteristic. It could be speculated that this transition marks the end of basin forming impacts on the larger bodies in the inner Solar System and in the asteroid Main Belt. The ages from Ida and Lutetia may also imply that around this time break-up events ceased, that could lead to basin-forming projectiles. This work will be extended in the future for instance with the youngest basin on Ceres, the next target of the Dawn mission, in order to understand what exactly changed in Solar System dynamics during the time frame of 3.4-3.7 Ga ago.
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